
Game introduction
†

"Congratulations! You have won the W chance of traveling around the world as a screaming
noodle campaign.

If you are very lucky,

You will be presented with a luxurious mansion and rich land in paradise.

Start your second life on a paradise island surrounded by the ocean and nature. ”

I received a postcard like that,

You jumped out of the village where you were born and raised.

And ...

The land I got in the sweepstakes

It was an empty land that was too lonely for paradise.

But the land, blessed with nature and resources,

Not far from paradise.

Collect materials, work,

Build a resident's house, build a store,

Raise your ideal village.

With the unique residents who came to the village,

You can get married if you fight or fall in love, play H, rape, or get along.

Enjoy the island's slow life like a paradise.

Depending on how you play, there are also developments that have been killed.

Please be careful.



Story capture †

● I often come to the village to play if there is no character required to capture

● In that case, if you want to relocate to the village, you should attach a promise of

residence as soon as you advance the story.

● Story capture

Tutorial
†

● The initial questionnaire determines the initial ability of the main character.

○ Special skill

Sports HP is a little high

quarrel Slightly high attack / defense

study MP is a little high

cuisine Cooking level is 1 from the beginning

○ Favorite type

Serious person

bright person

Person with shadow

H person

○ What to bring on a trip

food 3000G, wound medicine 2, bread 10

First aid set 3000G, wound medicine 5, antidote 2, dispel herb 1 , bread 5

money 3500G , wound medicine 2, bread 5

● Village creation request



Village
building
request 1

Cut down the cliff. (Two)

Necessary material: Stone x 3

Talk to the walnuts and get a tea set.

After breaking down the cliff for the first time, talk
to Soncho and get 2 stones.

Village
building
request 2

Let's make a fishing spot.

Necessary materials: Good
quality wood x 2, stone x 1

Get an ax, two good-quality woods and a stone
from Soncho.

Village
building
request 3

Let's make a private house.

Necessary materials: Akaishi ×
5, Wood × 5, Good quality wood
× 1

You can get a fishing rod, 2 akaishi, 10 wood, and 1
good quality wood from the village-building Soncho.

Talk to the walnuts and you will get 3 flour and 1
green juice.

Speak to Soncho after requesting a female housing
and hand over the green juice to build one day.

Village
building
request 4

Build a tool shop.

Necessary materials: Stone x3,
Copper x3, Wood x5

Cherry tree seedlings, peach tree seedlings, lemon
tree seedlings, 2000G from Soncho.

Talk to the walnut and you will see a rose.

The tutorial will build a special day.

Village
creation
request 5

Make a ranch.

Necessary materials: wood
pieces x 2, wood x 2, grass x 3

Pick up a piece of wood and a piece of wood from
Songcho.

Speaking to Soncho after the ranch is completed,
the care comes and the tutorial ends.

● Trial version limited elements

○ If you go to village east ②, there will be Saburo, and if you talk to them, you will

have a love hotel built tomorrow.

At love hotels, you can change gender, love H (Satilla Lake), and rape H (Cat).

○ Talking to a slime outside the cave can make an assault.

○ On the first day of summer, the game is over leaving the island.

↑

Assault
†

● Attack begins by building a port

● The attack days are 5, 15, 25. Continue until you capture the story

● If we fail to defend the attack, we will pay repair costs for the enemies that have

passed

● Even if the person who advances the story does not live in the village, it will come

to the village (government office) the next day

● All characters who participated in the assault defense will gain 1 LV



● If you build a school, you will have the option of leaving it to Liz, and if you choose

`` Yes '' you will always defend

● It is possible to avoid battle if you build a church

↑

Yo-Kai-Oh
!

● Rumors spread after speaking to the walnuts at the government office after the

first attack

● After the second attack, the monster incident situation is important

Yokai
Incident
Situation 1

Youkai are attacking the village! Maybe
you know what Takuya knows?

Talk to Takuya

Youkai
incident
situation 2

The youkai who attacked the village are
the youkai kings! ?

Fox seems to be familiar ...

Talk to Fox

Yokai
Incident
Situation 3

Investigating about Yokai King. Let's talk
to Kyoko

Talk to Kyoko

Yokai
Incident
Situation 4

Yo-Kai is Soncho! ? I have to listen to the
details

Talk to Soncho

Youkai
Incident
Situation 5

The Trehan Guild may know how to defeat
the Youkai King.

As long as you know a treasure hunter ...

Talk to Randolph

Youkai
incident
situation 6

Contacting Trehan Guild ... One day

Youkai
incident
situation 7

Cat knows how to defeat youkai king! ? Talk to Cat

Youkai
incident
situation 8

Does mandrake have a human form?

Let's talk to Soncho if you get those
things

Talk to Soncho only with Lake



Youkai
incident
situation 9

It seems that the boundary of the
abandoned mine has weakened. The
monster king is there ...

There is a boundary in the abandoned
mine. Youkai King at the end of the
abandoned mine

Youkai King
Incident
Situation 10

The youkai king defeated. Now, report to
Mr. Walnut

Report to walnut

* If you take Snow to the Youkai King game, you will get a monster ball and it will be

completely clear.

● Youkai king

Experience point G

15000 30000

○ Sacred and ice attributes are weak

○ Snow learns to grant ice and magic, and Jennifer learns to summon ice.

● Yokai Cave

○ If you go to the cave after defeating the Youkai King, there will be a

treasure chest

○ Dragon statue x2, phantom beast fragment x5

↑

Youkai King Bonus Bonus
†

● Limited to the main character. You must be married to Fox or have Takuya. The

reason why there are so many races in the village of Makai, the reason why Soncho

called the hero, and the identity of Fox are told.

↑

Archangelism
†

● Occurs when Aled Cecilia Satilla is in the village and the attack day (5th, 15th, 25th)

is reached.

Angel incident
situation 1

Angels have attacked! Let's talk to Mr. Walnut Consult walnut

Angel incident
situation 2

Cecilia is gone. Take a walk in the forest and relax Village East
Forest

Angel incident Ask the Father about heaven! Talk to Jenkins Talk to Jenkins



situation 3

Angel incident
situation 4

There are also institutions in the demon world that can
contact heaven.

It seems to be able to get in touch through the school
board ...

Talk to Liz

Angel incident
situation 5

Reply town from the Board of Education One day

Angel incident
situation 6

Talk to the angels from heaven Listening to the
solo

Angel incident
situation 7

The criminal angel chief seems to have escaped to the
third world.

If you have a door expert ...

Talk to Moon

Angel incident
situation 8

Let's go to the third world from the pyramid! Defeat the
archangel

Angel incident
situation 9

The archangel defeated. Now, report to Mr. Walnut Report to walnut

* Once you open the door to the third world, you don't have to take the moon. * Taking Tina

to the archangel game will cause the event to diverge and complete. You can also get a

reward of 50000G. ~ Will Tina come to play around the end even if she has not moved?

● Archangel

Experience point G

15000 30000

○ Combat the sacred attribute (Starlight)

○ Strict if level 20 or higher

○ Silent is enabled

● Third world

○ There is a treasure chest when you go after defeating the archangel

○ Crystal pillar x2, star light x10

↑

Grim Reaper
†



● Occurs when the day of attack (5th, 15th, 25th) is reached when the harbor is

already built and the atmosphere is dark or chaos

● After the second attack, the state of the Shinigami incident is important

Grim Reaper
situation 1

The dead corps attacked. The cat seems to be familiar
with the demon world ...

Talk to Tish

Grim Reaper
Situation 2

Isn't it only about Demon King that can fight against
Shinigami?

As long as you can contact the Demon King ...

Talk to Kilia

Grim Reaper
situation 3

Waiting for Demon King's reply One day

Grim Reaper
situation 4

It seems that a hospital was involved in the resurrection
of Shinigami. Talk to your doctor

Talk to Doc

Grim Reaper
situation 5

The girl who was making a noise at the hospital, the
queen of the heart might be doing something

Talk to Queen

Grim Reaper
Situation 6

The robot should know where the killer is able to defeat
the reaper ...

Talk to Earl

Grim Reaper
situation 7

The only way to get information about the killer is to
regain Earl's memory.

Get screws for repair.

Get the screw by
defeating the ruins

Grim Reaper
situation 8

The hitman seems to be the master who runs a coffee
shop. Talk to him

Talk to Master

Grim Reaper
Situation 9

The sword that can defeat the reaper is possessed by a
maiden from the Deep Forest.

As long as you can talk to the spirit

Talk to Jennifer

Boat key from walnut boat to east home Take a boat to the
fountain

Grim Reaper
situation 10

I got the legendary sword. Let's go to defeat Shinigami From a spring to an
abandoned castle

Shinigami
Incident Situation

The reaper defeated. Now, report to Mr. Walnut Report to walnut
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* If you take Kuty into the Shinigami Battle, you will gain the soul of the Shinigami and

become completely clear. You can get a 50000G prize money.

● ? ? ?

○ You can borrow a legendary sword (Attack +75, Agility +30)

○ Ruby ring, battle maiden necklace

● Abandoned castle

○ A microwave oven, a tower that reaches to the heavens, a flowing water

bowl, a girl student, a mermaid statue

Experience point G Drop product

Gazer 130 250 Centerpiece, miso

Imp 220 220 Man stone, devil's piece of wood

● The Grim Reaper

Experience point G

15000 30000

● Abandoned castle

○ There is a treasure chest when you go after defeating Shinigami

○ Teleport machine, devil statue x 2

↑

Bronze statue construction
†

● A bronze statue will be built if you completely clear any of youkai king, angel

feature, or Shinigami bias

● Clear all stories and all CG release switches appear in the museum

Takeover †

● If you advance the story more than a certain amount, there will be a privilege when

playing in a new game



Tutorial clear
†

● Skip the prologue until the appearance of care

● Childhood friend sex selection

↑

Port construction
†

● Weapon bonus

● Port construction

● Museum construction

● Select the store you want

○ Weapon shop

○ Armor shop

○ Furniture store

○ Adult toy store

● Facility you want

○ hospital

○ Church

○ school

○ Love hotel

● Full of design documents

● You can also get signboards 1 to 4 that are handed over to the town decoration

items. Because it changes about 20, it makes it easier to change the atmosphere of

the town.

↑

Marriage
†

● Home size selection

○ Luxury house

○ Ordinary house

○ Poor room

○ Boro hut

● Money bonus

● Full of furniture

● Cooking level

○ MAX

○ All right

○ usually

● Character clear bonus * Cleared characters have weapons and winter clothes

Story Clear
†

● Youkai king progress (youkai king bias clear)



○ Youkai King subjugation completed

○ No story

● Shinigami Progression Level (Reaper Clear)

○ The death of Shinigami is completed

○ No story

● Teleport machine

● All CG release switch appears in the museum

Bronze statue construction
†

● Favorability of everyone

○ Gutsuri

○ As it is

● Level bonus

○ Gutsuri

○ A little

○ I do not need it

Village facilities †

● You can work part-time if you enter the store 3 hours before the end time.
● The maximum wage you can enter at a part-time job is 1500G when entering a

store alone, and 1800G when entering a store with friends.
● Only casinos have exceptionally high working hours and wages.

↑

Opening hours
†

name Time zone

Government office From 9:00 to 17:00

Weapon shop From 10:00 to 20:00

Armor shop From 10:00 to 20:00

Tool shop From 10:00 to 20:00

Furniture store From 10:00 to 20:00

cloth shop From 12:00 to 22:00



Coffee shop Daytime section 10: 00-16: 00

Night part 19:00-24:00

Toy shop From 16:00 to 24:00

Museum From 10:00 to 20:00

The church From 9:00 to 20:00

hospital From 10:00 to 18:00

police From 9:00 to 17:00

Treasure house From 16:00 to 24:00

Love hotel From 16:00 to 24:00

school From 9:00 to 17:00

casino From 12:00 to 22:00

Mobile sales From 4:00 to 24:00

Home †

● Renovation of the house is possible with the memorandum of Paradise Village in the
house

Renovation
costs

Cost of
living

Boro's
home

initial 0G /
month

Furniture 4

Poor
home

30000G 1000G
/ month

Furniture 6,
shelf 4

Get golden water



Ordinary
home

100000G 5000G
/ month

Furniture 14,
shelf 8, wall
hanging 3,
statue 2

Necessary for marriage, keep pets, build a garden, get
golden water, stand in a mirror

Luxury
home

300000G 10000G
/ month

Furniture 16,
shelf 10, wall
hangings 5,
statue 6

Pets can be kept, gardens can be built, maids, golden
water can be obtained, and standing pictures are
displayed in the mirror

● Poor home → Boro home (1000G)

● Normal home → Poor home (5000G)

● Luxury home → Normal home (10000G)

↑

Normal home
†

● Keep a pet (1000G, maintenance fee / 500G)

type feed Thank you

Mongrel dog Pet glass White hair

Brown puppy Pet glass Brown hair

Cat Pet glass White hair

Rabbit carrot Rabbit fur

● Build a garden (10000G)

○ Pink flower garden

○ Tropical

○ Cactus garden

○ A stylish garden with a streetlight

○ Snow garden

↑

Luxury home
†

● Keep a pet (1000G, maintenance fee / 500G)

type feed Thank you

Mongrel dog Pet glass White hair

Brown puppy Pet glass Brown hair



Wheaton dog Pet glass White hair

Cat Pet glass White hair

hawk Apple down

Rabbit carrot Rabbit fur

Angora rabbit carrot Angora hair

Netherlands Dwarf carrot Angora hair

Raccoon dog Matsutake Shark fur

pig cabbage pork

● Build a garden (10000G)

○ Pink flower garden

○ Tropical

○ Cactus garden

○ Garden protected by the goddess

○ Garden protected by the dragon

○ Garden where guardian dogs protect

○ A stylish garden with a streetlight

○ Snow garden

○ Spirit pond

○ Stone lantern

○ Cherry blossom garden

○ Floret hedge

● Hire Maid (Maintenance Month / 1000G, Dismissal Cost 3000G)

○ Hire up to 5 people

○ Hire 5 people to get them woken up

● Bed change

○ Change color (free)

○ Bed change (5000G)

■ Single Bed

■ Double bed

■ Canopy bed

■ Tonosama Futon

■ Wild Bed

Building request †

● If there are vacant lots in the village east and west, priority will be given to the

village east. Will be done)



Request Form attribute Construction
period

cost Necessary materials

Bridge (maximum 2) NN 1 day 100 Wood x 2

Cliff (up to 4) NN 1 day 300 Stone x 3

Fishing place
(maximum 3)

NN 1 day 200 Good quality wood x 2, stone x 1

Male housing
(maximum 6)

NN 3 days 1000 Akaishi × 5, wood × 5, good quality
wood × 1

Female housing
(maximum 6)

NN 3 days 1000 Akaishi × 5, wood × 5, good quality
wood × 1

Weapon shop ND 5 days 2000 Wood x 5, Stone x 3, Copper x 3

Armor shop LN 5 days 2000 Wood x 5, Stone x 3, Copper x 3

Tool shop NN 5 days 2000 Wood x 5, Stone x 3, Copper x 3

Furniture store NN 5 days 2000 Good quality wood x 3, Akaishi x 5,
Cactus flower x 1

cloth shop CL 5 days 2000 Good quality wood x 5, glowing sand x
3, copper x 5

Toy shop CD 5 days 2000 Good quality wood x 5, copper x 5,
thin bone x 3

Coffee shop NL 5 days 2000 Wood x 5, Stone x 3, Copper x 3

Museum LN 5 days 3500 Stone x5, Agate x3, Sakana x3

Church LL 5 days 3500 Good-quality wood x 5, glowing sand x
3

hospital LD 5 days 3500 Akaishi x 5, cactus thorn x 3, cactus



flower x 3

police LN 5 days 3500 Stone x 3, Akaishi x 3, Copper x 5

Secret hall CD 5 days 3500 Akaishi × 5, Agate × 3, Cactus flower
× 3

Love hotel CL 5 days 3500 Wood x2, Steel x5, Silver x3

school LD 5 days 3500 Stone x 3, Copper x 3, Iron x 5

casino CL 5 days 5000 Stone x 3, Silver x 2, Gold x 1

Harbor None 1 day 10000 Stone x 10, Steel x 5, Silver x 2

Decorative items †

● Be aware that some items can only be purchased in certain seasons

name Available season attribute price Material

Street lamp All year round LN 100 Copper x 3

Chic streetlight LL Iron x 3

Bluegrass NL Pasture x 3

Begonia flower (outside) NL Pasture x 3

Baby Tears (outside) NL Pasture x 3

Someone's bone CD 2 bones, 1 thin bone

Rafflesia CD Poisonous mushrooms x 2

Evil statue LD Stone x1, Eyeball x2

Devil's Pillar CD Meteorite × 2, Eyeball × 1



Spring group planting spring LL Wood piece × 3

Yellow flower NL Sand x 3

White flower LL Sand x 3

Pink flowers LL Sand x 3

Cactus summer CN Cactus thorn x 1

Prickly pear CN Cactus flower × 1

Mini cycad CN Stone x1, cactus thorn

Palm tree CL Good quality wood x 1, palm fruit x 2

Autumn planting autumn LL Wood piece × 3

Foliage tree NL Good quality wood x 2

Stone lantern ND Stone x 3

Someone's grave winter LD Wood x 2

snowman NN Wood piece × 2, glowing sand × 2

↑

Road paving
†

name price Material Description

concrete 500 Stone x 2

Bright concrete Akaishi × 2

Yellow check pattern Copper x 2

Stylish brick pattern Iron x 2

Dark green check pattern Meteorite × 2

Japanese-style stone pavement Woman Stone x2

Gravel road Oishi x 2



Tool shop †

● Terteru Shabu is an item that must be able to generate seasonal events. Sold only

when it rains.

Wound
medicine

50 initial Recovers 500 HP.

Recovery
agents

150 initial Recovers 2500 HP.

Luxury wound
medicine

450 Port
construction

Fully recovers HP.

Nutrition Drink 350 Port
construction

Recover 50 points of MP.

Antidote 30 Port
construction

Treats poisoning

Terute shaved 1000 initial If it is used, it will be clear the next day. (Sales in rainy
weather)

flour 100 initial Basic ingredients

Chicken 300 initial livestock. Lay eggs. It is delicious even if you eat it. (Feeding
fee) Month / 100

Chabo 300 initial livestock. Lay fine eggs. It is delicious even if you eat it.
(Feeding fee) Month / 300

Goat 500 initial livestock. Cuts cashmere hair. (Feeding) Month / 500

sheep 500 initial livestock. You can cut wool. (Feeding) Month / 500

Cow 800 initial livestock. Milk comes out. (Feeding) Month / 800

Cow 1000 initial livestock. You can't get milk, but you can get a lot of delicious
meat. (Raising costs) Month / 1000

Tomato
seedling

50 initial Vegetables. You can harvest tomatoes. (Cultivable season:
Summer)

Turnip seedling 50 initial Vegetables. You can harvest turnips. (Cultivation possible
season: summer to autumn)

Green leaf
seedling

50 initial Vegetables. Green leaf can be harvested. (Cultivable season:
Summer)

Radish
seedling

50 initial Vegetables. Daikon can be harvested. (Cultivable season:
Winter)

Spinach
seedling

50 initial Vegetables. Spinach can be harvested. (Cultivable season:
Winter)



Onion seedling 50 initial Vegetables. Onion can be harvested. (Cultivation possible
season: Spring)

Seedling of pet
glass

50 initial Vegetables. Pet glass can be harvested. (Cultivable season:
all year round)

Cabbage
seedling

50 initial Vegetables. You can harvest cabbage. (Cultivation possible
season: winter to spring)

Carrot seedling 50 initial Vegetables. Carrots can be harvested. (Cultivable season: all
year round)

Tricapto
seedling

100 Port
construction

Vegetables. Tricapto can be harvested. (Cultivation possible
season: winter, atmosphere: dark)

Spotted grass
seedling

200 Port
construction

Vegetables. The spotted grass can be harvested. (Cultivation
season: Spring, Atmosphere: Chaos

Lemon tree
seedling

500 initial Fruit tree. Add lemon fruit in summer.

Peach tree
seedling

500 initial Fruit tree. Peach fruit in spring

Cherry tree
seedling

500 initial Fruit tree. I will put cherry fruits in the spring

Blueberry tree
seedling

500 initial Fruit tree. Add blueberry fruits in summer

Apple tree
seedlings

500 initial Fruit tree. Put apple fruit in winter

Orange tree
seedling

500 initial Fruit tree. Add orange fruits in the fall

Weapon shop †

↑

Sale
†

weapon price Necessary materials Performance

ax 1000 initial Small ax used for felling Attack +15, Agility -
5

Fine ax 5000 Port
construction

A fine ax used for felling Attack +35, Agility -
5

fishing rod 1000 initial Let's fishing! Attack +10



Amazing fishing
rod

5000 Port
construction

Let's fishing! Attack +20

Pickaxe 3000 initial Necessary for digging gems. Attack +20

Insect net 1000 initial A net that catches insects. Attack +10

Super insect net 5000 Port
construction

A net that catches amazing
insects.

Attack +20

↑

Weapon synthesis
†

weapon price Necessary materials Performance

Gold ax 9000 Fragment of Shinki × 5, Gold × 2, Steel ×
3

Attack +60, Agility -5

Gold fishing rod 9000 Holy Tree Fragment × 5, Gold × 2, Ruby ×
1

Attack +45

Gold insect net 9000 Devil's wood piece x 5, gold x 2, gold
thread x 5

Attack +45

Metal Bat + (Nami) 3500 Iron x 2, bone x 1 Attack +20

Succubus Bow +
(Satilla)

3500 Snake leather x 3, gold thread x 3 Attack +10, Magic +20

Dream wand + (moon) 3500 Good quality wood x 5, wool x 10 Attack +10, Magic +10
Magic Defense +5

Angel Sword +
(Cecilia)

3500 Fragment of Shinki × 5, pyroxene × 3 Attack +15, Magic +10

Rapier + (Queen) 3500 Silver x 5, Sapphire x 3 Attack +13, Magic +15
Agility +10

Space Wand + (Cutie) 3500 10 mucus, 10 golden water, 1 black lizard Attack +8, Magic +5
Magic Defense +5

Ice Wand + (Snow) 3500 Mucus x3, pyroxene x5 Attack +5, Magic +15

Gaia's fingertips +
(Tina)

3500 Ningyo meat × 1, Sahagin salmon × 1 Attack + 1 and Magic
+20

Elf Bow + (Jennifer) 3500 Cactus thorns x 5, Bat wings x 3 Attack +5, Magic +10

Mythril Knife + (Cat) 3500 Steel x 3, beetle Attack +10, Agility +5
Luck +5

Toy stick + (Aledo) 3500 Devil's wood pieces x 3, pyroxene x 3 Attack +5, Magic +10



Wolf Claw +
(Randolph)

3500 5 thin bones, 5 stones Attack +15, Agility +5

Holy Lance + (Solo) 3500 Sacred Tree Fragment × 5, pyroxene × 5 Attack +15, Magic +12

Dagger + (Tish) 3500 Steel x 3, stone x 10 Attack +8, Agility +10

Vine Whip + (Lake) 3500 4 cactus thorns, 2 cactus flowers Attack +10

Maingosh + (Fox) 3500 Thin bone x5, spotted grass x5 Attack +13

Hair needle +
(Takuya)

3500 Thin bone x3, man stone x3 Attack +10

Assassin Dagger +
(Kiria)

3500 Poison Angler x1, Steel x3, Hill x2 Magic power +10

Machine gun + (Earl) 3500 Iron x 10 Attack +25

Armor shop †

↑

Sale
†

Fighting
spirit belt

3000 initial Physical attack +10 Metal belt engraved with a hot soul

Piercing of
defense

3000 initial Physical Defense
+10, Magic Defense
+10

Pierced earrings with defensive magic

Wing boots 3000 initial Agility +10 Boots with the power of wind spirit

Earth
Amulet

3000 initial Physical Defense +5 An amulet with the power of the spirit of
the earth.
Slightly less likely to get abnormal
status * Abdominal pain, fatigue, lust,
evil

Lucky charm 5000 initial Luck +30 An amulet engraved with the name of
the lucky goddess

Holy symbol 5000 initial Magic Defense +5 A sacred symbol of those who serve
God.
A little stronger against magic attacks.

Solomon's
key

5000 initial Magic attack +10 A key with the power of the genie. MP
consumption is halved

War Otome
Necklace

5000 Port
construction

TP regeneration rate
+ 4%

A magic necklace that gives you the
power to fight



Crazy
Warrior
Eyepatch

5000 Port
construction

Physical Attack +15,
Physical Defense -5

Eye patch that gives you the power of a
mad warrior

Light
talisman

5000 Port
construction

HP regeneration rate
+ 4%, status +5

Amulet with the power of the kings of
the gods

↑

Decoration composition
†

Wood ring 100 Good quality wood x 2, sand x 1, mucus x 1

Copper ring 500 Copper x2, glowing sand x1, mucus x1

Silver ring 1000 Silver x2, Starlight x1

Gold ring 3000 Gold x2, Starlight x1

Ruby Ring 5000 Gold ring x 1, Ruby x 3

Sapphire Ring 10000 Gold ring x 1, Sapphire x 3

Diamond ring 20000 Gold ring x 1, diamond x 3

Furniture store †

● Sells figurines to give to people and furniture to decorate your room

● If you like the figurine you gave, you can decorate it in the person's room

↑

Sale
†

Tea set 300 initial

beer 500 initial

Scroll 300 Port construction

bonsai 1500 Port construction

present box 500 initial

Toy sword 300 initial

Imitation sword 300 Port construction

Knight's spear 500 initial

Witch hat 500 initial



Brave armor 1500 Port construction

Doll armor 3000 Port construction

Laboratory instrument 500 Port construction

closet 500 initial

drawer 500 initial

Japanese shelf 1000 initial

Chic drawer 2000 Port construction

Small shelves 1500 Port construction

Study desk 500 Port construction

Pakila 500 initial

Banyan 500 initial

Wall mounted sword 300 initial

Wall shield 300 initial

Gourd 500 initial

Shade 500 initial

Uncle's picture 800 initial

Aunt painting 800 initial

Flower painting 1000 Port construction

Red flag 5000 Port construction

Green flag 5000 Port construction

Simple clock 1000 initial

Shoji 2500 Port construction

Japanese-style window 4000 Port construction

↑

Furniture synthesis
†

wine 500 initial Fruit wine x 1



Assorted fruits 500 initial Peach x 1, Blueberry x 1, Apple x 1,
Orange x 1

Cake figurines 500 initial Fruit cake x 3

Stuffed bear 500 initial Coral fur × 1

Rabbit plush toy 500 initial Rabbit fur × 1

Princess dress 500 initial Wedding x1

Rose flower 500 initial Spring group planting x 1

Begonia flower 500 initial Begonia flower (outside) x 1

Baby tears 500 initial Baby Tears (outside) x 1

Cupboard 1000 initial 1 drawer, 3 tea sets

Wine shelf 1000 initial 1 drawer, 3 wines

Clog box 1000 initial Japanese shelf x 1, Wing boots x 3

Porcelain shelf 1000 initial Japanese style shelf x1, tea set x3

Bread storage 1000 initial Drawer x1, bread x10

Tool shelf 1000 initial 1 drawer, 5 recovery drugs, 5 energy
drinks

Steel locker 1000 initial Steel x 5

Chic bookshelf 1000 initial Chic drawer x1, scroll x3

Chic cupboard 1000 initial Chic drawer x 1, tea set x 3

Small bookshelf 1000 initial Small shelf x1, scroll x3

Small tool rack 1000 initial 1 small shelf, 5 recovery drugs, 5 energy
drinks

Mirror stand 1000 initial Small shelf x1, silver x3

Wooden chair 1000 initial Good quality wood x 5

Red chair 1000 initial Good quality wood x 5, wine x 1, cloth x 1

White chair 1000 initial Good quality wood x 5, feather x 3, cloth x
1

Cushion 1000 initial Feather × 3, cloth × 3

Study desk 1000 initial Study desk x1, scroll x3



Angel statue 5000 Port
construction

Holy Tree Fragment x 1, Pyroxene x 3

Goddess statue 5000 Port
construction

Fragment of Kamiki × 1, pyroxene × 3

Devil statue 5000 Port
construction

Meteorite × 3, Meteorite × 3

Dragon statue 5000 Port
construction

Phantom Beast Fragment × 1, Steel × 5

Mermaid statue 5000 Port
construction

Sapphire x1, siren tears x1

Buddha statue 5000 Port
construction

Holy Tree Fragment x 1, Star Light x 1

Buddha statue 5000 Port
construction

Oishi * 5

Red stone pillar 5000 Port
construction

Ruby x1, High quality wood x1

Purple crystal pillar 5000 Port
construction

Ruby x 3, Sapphire x 3

Crystal pillar 5000 Port
construction

Diamond x 5

Lava pillar 5000 Port
construction

Ruby x5, Starlight x1

Wall ax 800 Port
construction

Fine ax x 2

Bear for wall hanging 800 Port
construction

Coral fur × 1

Rabbit for hanging on the wall 800 Port
construction

Rabbit fur × 1

White flowers decorating the
wall

800 Port
construction

1 white flower

Yellow flowers decorating the
wall

800 Port
construction

1 yellow flower

Pink flowers decorating the
wall

800 Port
construction

Pink flower × 1

Wooden frame window 800 Port
construction

Wood piece x 5

White frame window 800 Port
construction

Wood x 5



bay window 800 Port
construction

Good quality wood x 5

Stained glass 800 Port
construction

Wood x 1, Ruby x 2, Sapphire x 2

Stylish window 800 Port
construction

Steel x 5

Clothing store †

● You can buy clothes for cold weather

● There are other types of clothes for the main character besides the cold protection

↑

Sale
†

name cost Description

cloth 100 initial Just cloth

Holy Cloth 5000 Port construction The cloth that wrapped the crucifixion

Gold thread 1000 Port construction It is thin but firm

Silk ribbon 2000 Port construction Smooth touch. It is a luxury product

Reindeer boy 12000 Winter limited male hero Merry Christmas ★

waitress 5000 Protagonist American image

Bunny suit 7000 Protagonist Usamimi will pyoko

Santa girl 12000 Winter limited heroine Merry Christmas ★

↑

Tailoring clothes
†

name Who is it for? cost Performance Necessary materials

Public school
uniform

Protagonist 5000 initial Defense 15 Black hair x 3, cloth x 5

Private school
uniform

Protagonist 5000 initial Defense 15 Brown hair x3, wool x5

apron hero 10000 initial Defense 1 、
Agility 10

Silk ribbon x5, feather x3

wedding hero 30000 initial Defense 5 Cashmere hair x10, silk ribbon
x5, gold thread x5



Leather jean Nagi 5000 initial Snake leather x 3

Down jacket Nami cold
protection

5000 initial Feather x 5

Warm or
sweater

Aredo 5000 initial Wool x10

Black shirt Randolph 5000 initial Cloth x 3, black hair x 5

Angel coat Solo 5000 initial Holy Cloth x 1, Gold Thread x 5

Hand-knitted
scarf

Tissue 5000 initial Wool x 5

White shirt Fox 5000 initial 2 cloths, 5 white hairs

Yellow Takuya cold
protection

5000 initial Cloth x 3, feather x 3

trench coat Satira winter 5000 initial Silk ribbon x 2, cashmere hair x
5

Space coat Kuti winter 5000 initial Rabbit fur x1, Angora hair x1

Sheep bolero Moon 5000 initial Wool x3, brown hair x3

Red cloak Queen 5000 initial Holy Cloth x 1, Cashmere Hair

Monochrome
coat

Cat 5000 initial Cloth x 3, rabbit fur x 1

Scarlet blazer Tina cold
protection

5000 initial Cloth x 3, mucus x 3, siren tears
x 1

Toy shop †

● Items that can be used for H are sold

● They sell what they need to rape

● Vibe can give gifts regardless of gender if it is highly likable

● And for some reason it decorates my house

condom 500 Contraceptive device made of rubber

rotor 1000 Small egg-shaped toy

Anal pearl 2000 It looks like a pearl necklace

Milk attractant 1000 Attract milk unisex

Sybrail Love 1500 For those who want to enjoy numbness

SM set 2000 Set of restraints for SM



Safety razor 1500 Safety razor for shaving

Hustle purple 1500 Vibe. That ’s Hustle Hustle!

Darling in love 3000 Vibe. Maybe I ’m more crazy than you?

Naughty boy 5000 Vibe. Naughty things of that movement

Cum Max Vibe 7500 Vibe. Invite to heaven

Love Hotel †

● Open from 16:00 to 24:00

● In the case of a partner invited for a date, a break of 3 hours 2000G (rest is

available until 22:55)

● If you are not a lover, you will return home without doing anything.

● In the case of one male hero, one hour break 3000G

● In the case of one female protagonist, you will be asked if you want to work, but be

careful because it is prostitution. If you choose "Yes", you will be H with a mob man.

Usually 3000G. In the case of a virgin you get 8000G

● Indoor condoms and vending machines (Chance)

● Choosing a change will result in a battle (only the male hero). Defeat Momoka Hime

who comes out in the third battle, and you can get the master of customs

(decoration item / item availability twice) only for the first time.

↑

Emerging Monster
†

monster Experience
point

G Drop product Remarks

Maririn-chan 200 200 pork Matsutake First change

Miss Miss 660 1300 sheep Goat Second
change

Princess
Momoka

2500 4400 Snake
leather

Phantom beast
fragment

3rd change

↑

Indoor sales †

Nutrition Drink 500 Recover 50 points of MP

Hustle purple 2500 Vibe. That ’s Hustle Hustle!

rotor 4000 Small egg-shaped toy

School †



● You can raise your status by training.

● You can also learn skills by paying tuition.

↑

Teaching skills
†

● You can be taught if the main character goes alone

● If you pay tuition, you will start fighting and learn skills by winning 3 times

● Earn a diploma (accessory, attack power +10, attack count + 1) when all skills are

acquired

tuition fee Enemies coming out Skill to learn

1000 3 slimes x 3 escape

2000 1 large spider x 3 times 2 attacks

3000 Bat, Great Spider, Wisp × 2 Mad warrior spear

4000 3 large rats x 3 times Breath of fire

5000 1 caterpillar, 1 caterpillar, 3 caterpillars Breath of blizzard

6000 1 poison anglerfish, 1 hill, 1 nydedemekin 3 attacks

7000 Three saury, three Aquinosama, five smelts Resuscitation

8000 Titania, Siren, Kappa Saggin Dazzling light

9000 Oak, two imps, chimera First aid

Casino †

● There is a prize you can only get here

● One coin 50G

● Even if coins run out during the game, you can purchase each time

● A game where you take a green poco and turn a slot while earning coins with a

blue poco

● You can buy Poko from Pokorobo on the map of “To the Ruins” in the north of your

home (Poco 500 with 10.000G) (Robots do not appear unless you have a Packard

card + a port is also required)

● The time required for one part-time job is exceptionally 4 hours. Part-time work is

possible if you enter the store by 18:55.

● The maximum wage earned by part-time jobs is 3000G when entering a store alone,

and 3500G when entering a store with friends.

● Use at a date event

name sex

Queen Woman



Olivia Woman

Satila Woman

↑

Premium
†

Giveaway Necessary POCO Description

Ruby 300 It's bloody red. Cook ...

Sapphire 500 Deep and clear blue gem

diamond 1000 Very hard jewelry

My photo 100 This is my photo. It ’s a little embarrassing.

Red roof house 300 furniture. Diorama series 1

Yellow roof house 300 furniture. Diorama series 2

It may reach the sky 300 furniture. Diorama series 3

Desert temple 300 furniture. Diorama series 4

Sacred torii 300 furniture. Diorama series 6

A profitable shrine 300 furniture. Diorama series 8

Darts 500 furniture. Aim darts master.

hanging scroll 500 furniture. The letters are written

Ink painting 500 furniture. A picture is drawn

Wall clock 500 furniture. A pendulum clock for hanging on the wall

Antique clock 700 furniture. An antique clock for hanging on the wall

refrigerator 700 furniture. It is convenient to have

microwave 1000 furniture. Can chain

Washing machine 1000 furniture. It ’s a civilization

TV set 1500 furniture. Entertainment

computer 2000 furniture. Now necessities

Freshly 1000 furniture. I feel Japanese



Cherry blossom 1500 furniture. Beautiful cherry blossoms

Red plum 1500 furniture. Red passionate fox

Running water 1500 furniture. Light blue cool cocoon

Mobile sales †

● Danukichi sold after the construction of the port (a multiple of 3 days)

● What you sell depends on the day

● Ores and materials are rarely sold, and the day of Zoro (11th and 22nd)

↑

Tools
†

Wound medicine 50 Recovers 500 HP.

Recovery agents 150 Recovers 2500 HP.

Nutrition Drink 350 Recover 50 points of MP.

Antidote 50 Treats poisoning

flour 150 Basic ingredients

Chicken 300 livestock. Lay eggs. It is delicious even if you eat it. (Feeding fee) Month /
100

Cow 800 livestock. Milk comes out. (Feeding) Month / 800

Tomato seedling 100 Vegetables. You can harvest tomatoes. (Cultivable season: Summer)

Spinach seedling 100 Vegetables. Spinach can be harvested. (Cultivable season: Winter)

Cabbage seedling 100 Vegetables. You can harvest cabbage. (Cultivation possible season: winter
to spring)

Carrot seedling 100 Vegetables. Carrots can be harvested. (Cultivable season: all year round)

Lemon tree
seedling

750 Fruit tree. Add lemon fruit in summer.

↑

Materials
†

Wood chip 300 A piece of wood that is not reliable as a material

wood 500 Used for construction



Good quality wood 1000 Solid wood with good ventilation

Thin bone 100 Too bad Fish drop

Centerpiece 200 Rich in DHA Demekin drop

cloth 300 Just cloth

wool 500 Sheep hair. Fluffy Sheep breeding

mucus 300 Sticky liquid Slime drop

Kemuri ball 100 Run away from battle

↑

Ore
†

stone 100 Stones without any change

Akaishi 250 Reddish stone

copper 300 Glossy orange red

sand 100 Pick up on the beach

Glowing
sand

200 The eyes are finer and more glittering than ordinary sand

Starlight 1500 Cosmic sparkle. Will be healed

ribbon 5000 accessory. No abnormal status * Abdominal pain, fatigue, lust, chills are
excluded

↑

Armor
†

Fighting spirit belt 3000

Piercing of defense 3000

Wing boots 3000

Earth Amulet 3000

Wood ring 300

Copper ring 1000

↑

Furniture
†



Tea set 300

wine 500 Synthetic

Scroll 300

Laboratory instrument 500

Rose flower 300 Synthetic

Begonia flower 300 Synthetic

Imitation sword 300

Knight's spear 500

present box 500

Witch hat 500

Production activities †

● Sunny day growth 0-1

● Rainy day growth 2-3

↑

Field
†

Vegetables spring summer autumn winter atmosphere growth Selling price

Tomato ☆ 6 50

Turnip ☆ ☆ Ten twenty five

Green leaf ☆ Four twenty five

Radish ☆ 6 50

spinach ☆ Four twenty five



onion ☆ Four 50

Pet glass ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ Four 20

cabbage ☆ ☆ Ten 50

carrot ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ 6 twenty five

Tricapto ☆ dark

Spotted grass ☆ chaos Ten 200

↑

Ranch
†

livestock lifespan Rearing costs Harvest When you kill with an ax

Chicken 50-60 100 / month Egg or feather / 2 days chicken

Chabo 50-60 300 / month Fine egg or feather / 3 days chicken

Goat 100-120 500 / month Cashmere hair / 15 days White hair

sheep 80-90 500 / month Wool / 10 days Bone

Cow 100-120 800 / month Milk / 3 days Bone

Cow 100-120 1000 / month beef

● Selling price

Selling price

egg 15

Fine egg twenty five

down 250

chicken 50

Cashmere hair 750

wool 150

milk twenty five

White hair 50

Bone 50



beef 100

↑

Fruit tree
†

● 1st stage of growth 1-9, wood chip when felled

● The second stage at growth 10-19, and timber when felled

● The third stage at growth 20, changes depending on the atmosphere when felled

natural Good quality wood

Low Fragment of sacred tree

Light Fragment of holy tree

dark Devil's piece of wood

chaos Distorted piece of wood

Fruit tree spring summer autumn winter

Lemon ☆

peach ☆

Cherry ☆

blueberry ☆

Apple ☆

Orange ☆

● When the seedling grows, if the atmosphere is dark or chaotic, it may change to

poisonous apple tree or Eve fruit tree

● Poison apple is harvest in autumn

● Eve fruit is harvested in winter

● Eve fruit has a short harvest span and may be picked every day, but no matter how

many changes, the fruit always grows only on the same tree

Collection †



↑

Tree felling
†

● Forest (village east), forest (muranishi)

● I need an ax

natural Wood chip wood Good quality wood

Low Wood chip wood Fragment of sacred tree

Light Wood chip wood Fragment of holy tree

dark Wood chip wood Devil's piece of wood

chaos Wood chip wood Distorted piece of wood

↑

From Iwaba, Satoku
†

● Forest (village east)

natural Akaishi stone copper

Low Akaishi stone pyroxene

Light Akaishi stone pyroxene

dark Akaishi stone Meteorite

chaos Akaishi stone Meteorite

↑

Grass
†

● Forest (home north)

● Spring and summer only

natural Grass Pet glass

chaos Grass Pet glass Spotted grass

↑

Sandbox
†

● Coast (home east), forest (Muranishi)

natural sand Glowing sand Crab (summer) Shellfish (summer)

Low sand Glowing sand coral Crab (summer) Shellfish (summer)

Light sand Glowing sand coral Crab (summer) Shellfish (summer)



dark Dirty sand

chaos Dirty sand

↑

Cactus
†

● Coast (home east)

● Spring and summer only

Cactus thorns Cactus flower Cactus steak

↑

Mushroom collection
†

● Forest (Muranishi)

atmosphere spring summer autumn winter

natural - Eringi Shimeji Shiitake Enoki

Low Light - Eringi Shimeji mushroom Enoki

Dark chaos - Eringi Shimeji Shiitake Poisonous Mushroom Enoki

● Let alone the winter enoki and harvest at the end of spring (until 30th), it will turn

into matsutake or poisonous mushrooms

↑

Shake the tree
†

● Forest (village east), forest (muranishi)

● Equip insect nets to fight insects

peach onion Apple Palm fruit Tricapto Eve fruit Poison apple

spinach Cactus steak Lemon Cherry Radish Spotted grass

↑

Castaway
†

● Coast (home south)

cabbage Lemon tree seedling Tea set chicken Cactus Starlight wool

Banyan Japanese-style stone
pavement

Okuwagata Magic
up

Cabbage
seedling

Black
lizard

Antique
clock

Centerpiece Space phantom beast
space baked

Goat Holy
Cloth

Duff food Anal
pearl

Egg salad



Angel's spill Ningyo meat Road bright
concrete

Ruby Spotted grass
seedling

rotor Peach
tree
seedling

● Bottle letter

I do n’t need it, so I ’ll put in the king ’s bromide. I really don't need it anymore

See, the world is distorted again. by Wukawa Ren

What does it mean to escape as a doll? cyan! bug! I'll follow them! ! ! by matsuri

I should have thrown it away! Goodbye king bromide! ! by alf

The explanation of the bear seminar is too cruel.

Honey is good for stomatitis. It may also work for cocoons, hahahahaha. By Zenzai

Dance like a sow and stab like a sow. By Nanny = Masturbation

I would like to donate Ron and Ochinpomushi to Ron as many times as possible. Huhihi by Hikaru

Oh no money no money. I wonder why I'll find the hidden secret immediately. By Christina

I can't explain it to idiots! Think for yourself! ! By Nanana

What is Osakana ... Osakana ... by Hikaru

I'm embarrassed to tell my husband by mouth, so I'll send you a letter. I hope it arrives properly,
but ... that? Will it fail again? by streaming sound

If you find magic that will revive the dead, will you revive me? by

I am not abandoned. by Melco

I will tell you the secret of the lady. The only story lady here is ... (I can't read beyond that)

↑

Cave
†

● Cave 2F

● Need pickaxe

Silver Money Ruby Sapphire diamond

Selling price 1500 2500 3000 4000 5000

↑

Abandoned mine
†

● Abandoned mine 2F



iron steel Silver Money atmosphere Woman stone Man stone

Selling price 250 500 1500 2500 chaos 345 345

↑

Ruins
†

● Pyramid 3F

Woman
stone

Man
stone

Meteorite Silver pyroxene Holy
Cloth

Money Sapphire diamond

Selling
price

345 345 1000 1500 1500 2500 2500 4000 5000

● It becomes a battle with a skeleton with high probability. Be careful because you

can't escape while using the poisonous fog!

● The time required for one collection is 30 minutes in a cave / mineway, 10 minutes

for grass, sand, cactus, and rocky area, and 5 minutes for others.

Fishing †

● Ningyo, Siren, Sahagin, and Kappahagin are not available. These will be displayed

at the museum with stuffed items from the dropped body parts.

fish Seaso
n

Village
atmosphe
re

fishin
g rod

Amazi
ng
fishing
rod

Gold
fishin
g rod

Sellin
g
price

experien
ce

G Drop
product

Suppleme
nt

Fish All
year
round

☆ 50 Ten Five Thin bone

Osakana ☆ 100 twenty
five

Ten Thin bone Become
dark

Authentic ☆ ☆ ☆ 150 40 15 Thin bone Become
poison

Demekin ☆ ☆ 250 75 90 Centerpie
ce

Become
poison

Kinkin
Demekin

☆ ☆ 1000 100 105 Centerpie
ce

Saury ☆ 50 100 180 Thin bone Become
dark

Omedetai spring ☆ 2500 45 40 coral



Sunfish ☆ 200 120 130 crab Use sleep
pollen
(sleep
effect
overall)

Ningyo ☆ 2000 610 220 Ningyo

meat 珊瑚

Poisonous
anglerfish

summ
er

☆ 200 60 70 Miso

Woman ☆ 300 150 150 Crab
shellfish

Nijidemek
in

☆ 4000 560 400 coral

Siren Dark
limited

☆ 4000 830 250 Siren's

Tears 珊瑚

Aquinosa
ma

autum
n

☆ 250 120 200 Thin bone It is easy
to hurt

Nijisanma ☆ 2500 360 280 coral

Sahagin ☆ 500 750 900 Sahagin 槍

珊瑚

Thailand winter ☆ 500 30 twen
ty
five

Anglerfish ☆ 250 50 50

Smelt ☆ 50 100 180 Thin bone Become
dark

Nijitai ☆ 3000 480 320 coral

Kappa
Saggin

Dark
limited

☆ 800 1000 1600 Kappa

dish 珊瑚
Attacks
twice in a
row

Cave †

● Gems can be excavated on the 2nd floor. (A pickaxe is required)

● The boundary of 2F disappears with atmosphere chaos dark. Also, if you have satira

regardless of the atmosphere, you can erase a part.

● When the map changes near the magic square, the party members go home after

24:00, but only the hero becomes a camp and will not go home.

↑



Emerging Monster
†

monster Experience point G Drop product

Slime 6 Five mucus

Demon girl

Bat 20 Ten Black hair Bat wings

Large rat twenty five 40 White hair Lizard Shippo

● BOSS

monster Experience point G Drop product

Ogre 1600 3200 Shark fur Super insect net

↑

Treasure chest
†

1F Kemari Ball Scroll 5000G Knight's Trap Energy Drink

2F Steel locker

● The inside of the treasure box outside the cave is an auto battle button. If you save

the data once taken, auto-battle is possible even if it is not acquired in other files.

Abandoned mine †

● Level 5 or higher or some characters are required to enter.

● The 1F hole will make a bridge if there is snow.

● The boundary of 3F disappears with atmosphere chaos dark. In addition, if Kiria is

present regardless of the atmosphere, a part can be erased.

● The entrance to the 3rd floor can be entered by proceeding with the Youkai King

edition.

● When the map changes near the magic square, the party members go home after

24:00, but only the hero becomes a camp and will not go home.

↑

Emerging Monster
†

place monster Experience point G Drop product

1F Snake 67 70 Snake leather

1F Large rat twenty five 40 White hair Lizard Shippo



2F Great spider 30 twenty five Brown hair mucus

2F Wisp 35 50 Starlight pyroxene

2F Witch 170 150

● BOSS

monster Experience point G Drop product

2F Chimera 2450 3900 Phantom beast fragment Amazing fishing rod

○ May attack twice in a row.

○ Use paralyzed breaths that give a paralyzed effect to everyone, and breaths of

blizzards for all attacks.

○ The water attribute is a weak point, so it is easy to have Tina or Jennifer.

○ Snow doesn't have a snowstorm.

○ Take friends who can use cure to combat paralysis. Don't forget to equip the

ribbon or earth amulet.

↑

Treasure chest
†

1F Sibilaire Plus Buddha 5000G Rabbit Plush

2F Refrigerator Beef Roasting Hustle Purple Wine Shelf

Ruins †

● Level 10 or higher or some characters are required to enter.

● When all 5 switches on 1F and 2F are pressed, the robot starts moving.

● The valley on the 2nd floor will create a bridge if you have Nagi Lake, Kuti, Jennifer

Randolph.

● The boundary of 3F disappears with atmosphere chaos dark. Also, if there is an

aledo regardless of the atmosphere, you can erase a part.

● The entrance to the top floor will be entered when the angelic feature is advanced.

↑

Emerging Monster
†

place monster Experience point G Drop product

1F Oak 200 200 pork Black hair

1F mimic 700 1600

2F Imp 220 220 Devil's piece of wood Man stone

2F Angel Nurse 160 280



3F skeleton 500 300 Meteorite Bone

● BOSS

monster Experience point G Drop product

1F robot 1400 2400 screw

● Sleeping at the end of the border. You can only fight in the dark atmosphere. Can't

fight if killed

monster Experience point G Drop product

3F daemon 6500 12000 Devil medal Space phantom beast space baked Gold insect net

○ Devil medal: accessory. Attack +50, Defense +30, Luck-10

↑

Treasure chest
†

1F Mysterious Pyramid Gold Ring Mimic

2F SM Set Lucky Charm Kinzaburo Statue White Frame Window Mimic

Abandoned Castle †

● You need a boat to go (you can buy a boat if you buy a cart: 100,000G)

● Sealed doors can be entered as you proceed through the Shinigami chapter.

↑

Emerging Monster
†

place monster Experience point G Drop product

1F Gazer 200 200 Centerpiece Miso

1F Imp 220 220 Devil's piece of wood Man stone

● BOSS (appears when you check the magic square during atmospheric chaos.

monster Experience
point

G Drop product

1F Succubus 4000 8000 Succubus
medal

Beautiful girl
milk

Homemade love
lunch

○ Succubus medal: accessories. Magic power +50, magic defense +30, luck -10

↑



Treasure chest
†

1F A microwave oven, a tower that reaches to the heavens, a flowing water bowl, a girl student, a
mermaid statue

Chikan †

● Five people have appeared in the village (town) due to the chaos of the atmosphere.

● There is rape CG when losing with the heroine. However, because it is quite weak,

it is necessary to aim for self-destruction or not nurturing with enemy confusion

attacks.

● If you want to lose on purpose, handmade love lunch is recommended

● If you defeat it, you will be forced to become friends, and if you have female

characters together, you may leave when moving the map

● If the police are built, it can be delivered by 16:55 and an event will also occur.

● If you do not hand over, you will sleep together at home! (Necessary to marry

Chikan if female protagonist)

↑

Emerging Monster
†

monster Experience
point

G Drop product Remarks

Chikan 50 0 SM set Appears north of home

Chikan 50 0 Homemade love
lunch

Appears east of home

Chikan 50 0 aphrodisiac Appears in the village east

Chikan 50 0 Sybrail Love Appears on the road leading to an abandoned
mine

Chikan 50 0 Golden water Appears in Muranishi

Cooking †

● cuisine

○ Necessary ingredients for cooking

○ Cooking description

● Necessary for physical fitness and MP recovery

● Necessary for raising residents' favorite things

● Can be done in the kitchen at home

● Increasing the level increases the number of dishes you can cook

● 1 hour for one dish



● An experience value of 1 is obtained with a single dish. 99 to cook or 1 to cook

● Maximum LV is 10↑

Necessary ingredients for cooking
†

Cooking name Cooking
LV

Selling
price

Necessary materials

Bread initial 120 flour

Egg sandwich LV1 300 Bread and eggs

Salad sandwich LV1 300 Bread, tomato, green leaf

Meat roll LV1 400 Bread, beef, carrot

Green salad initial 400 Green leaf, cabbage

Egg salad initial 400 Green leaf, carrot, egg

Chicken salad LV1 500 Green leaf, onion, lemon, chicken

Radish salad LV1 400 Green leaf, radish

cheese LV2 150 milk

Omelette initial 500 Egg, milk

cheeseomelette LV2 600 Egg milk cheese

Seafood omelette LV2 750 Egg crab shellfish

Chicken rattan LV3 750 Flour cheese milk chicken spinach

Crab gratin LV4 1000 Flour cheese milk onion crab

cheese fondue LV5 1500 Cheese turnip carrot eringi

pasta LV3 130 Flour 2

Tomato pasta LV4 500 Pasta tomato onion

Cream pasta LV4 700 Pasta flour milk cheese

Mushroom pasta LV5 800 Pasta shiitake shimeji enoki

Seafood pasta LV5 1000 Pasta shellfish crab

beef steak LV2 250 beef

Chicken steak LV2 250 chicken



Pork steak LV2 500 pork

Grilled beef LV3 2000 10 beef

Fried chicken LV4 1000 Flour chicken lemon

Arabiki sausage LV6 500 Pork 2

Fried vegetables LV3 1000 Carrot onion spinach cabbage chicken

Twice cooked pork LV6 1000 Cabbage onion beef

Mushroom saute LV5 700 Shiitake Enoki Shimeji

Mushroom saute SP LV6 3000 Shiitake enoki shimeji matsutake eringi

Hot stew LV7 1500 Flour milk turnip carrot cabbage chicken

Meat Bun LV3 500 Flour beef

Thai appearance LV6 400 Thailand

Angler pot LV7 1500 Angler radish turnip carrot

Saury grilled saury LV7 500 Wheat flour

Pudding LV2 500 Fine egg milk

Cheesecake LV3 1500 Flour fine egg milk cheese

Lemon pie LV8 1500 Flour fine egg milk lemon

Cherry pie LV8 1500 Flour fine egg milk cherry

Peach tart LV9 1500 Flour fine egg milk peach

Fruit cake LV9 2500 Flour fine egg milk apple orange blueberry

Apple juice initial 250 3 apples

Mixed juice initial 500 Lemon 2 apple 2 orange 2

Green juice LV2 500 Spinach green leaf cabbage carrot

Blueberry jam LV3 250 3 blueberries

fruit punch LV5 1000 Peach 2 cherry 2 apple 2 orange 2

Fruit wine LV3 1000 2 lemon blueberries 2 oranges

Eyeball miso soup LV4 50 2 centerpieces



Mud dumpling LV6 Five Sand glowing sand 2 dirty sand 2

Black lizard LV6 50 Lizard Shippo 3

Space phantom beast
space baked

LV10 5000 Phantom Stone Light 2 Phantom Beast Fragment 2

Duff food LV5 100 Pet glass 3 Milk 2 Beef 2

aphrodisiac LV4 1000 5 spotted grass

Love Potion LV5 Eve fruit 5

poison LV5 Tricapto 5

Homemade love lunch LV7 Bread Green Salad Omelette Murakura Grass 2 Eve
Fruit 2

Handmade bomb lunch LV7 2500 Bread Green Salad Omelette Poisonous Apple 2
Poisonous Mushroom 2

High october LV3 300 Stone mucus

↑

Cooking description
†

Cooking name Cooking
LV

effect Description

Bread initial HP / MP recovery 25% Simple bread

Egg sandwich LV1 HP recovery 50%, MP recovery 25% Bread with eggs

Salad sandwich LV1 HP recovery 50%, MP recovery 25% Good green leaf crispness

Meat roll LV1 HP recovery 100%, MP recovery 50% Volume perfect score!

Green salad initial HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 25% A popular dish for girls

Egg salad initial HP recovery 50%, MP recovery 30% Add eggs and improve
nutrition!

Chicken salad LV1 HP recovery 50%, MP recovery 30% Add lemon and refresh

Radish salad LV1 HP recovery 50%, MP recovery 30% The radish crispness is a
habit

cheese LV2 HP recovery 10%, MP recovery 5% Delicious as it is

Omelette initial HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 30% Add milk and fluffy

cheeseomelette LV2 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% Trolley with cheese



Seafood
omelette

LV2 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% The scent of tide with
shellfish and crabs

Chicken King
Rattan

LV3 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% Excellent compatibility of
chicken and cheese

Crab gratin LV4 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% Cheese matches the crab
flavor

cheese fondue LV5 HP recovery 50%, MP recovery 50% (all
allies)

Please entangle with cheese

pasta LV3 HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 20% Basic noodles

Tomato pasta LV4 HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 40% Pasta with a refreshing
tomato flavor

Cream pasta LV4 HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 40% Pasta with cheese and milk

Mushroom
pasta

LV5 HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 40% Pasta with a good texture of
mushrooms

Seafood pasta LV5 HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 40% Seafood pasta

beef steak LV2 HP recovery 100% ・ MP recovery 100% Eat with salt and pepper

Chicken steak LV2 HP recovery 100% ・ MP recovery 100% Soft and juicy

Pork steak LV2 HP recovery 100% ・ MP recovery 100% Excellent eating response!

Grilled beef LV3 HP recovery 100%, MP recovery 100%
(all allies)

Overwhelming volume!
Super carnivorous!

Fried chicken LV4 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% Refreshed with lemon

Arabiki sausage LV6 HP recovery 20%, MP recovery 30% The meat juice with a crisp
texture is delicious. To
accompany beer

Fried
vegetables

LV3 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% Add chicken and eat

Twice cooked
pork

LV6 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% Cabbage and beef go well

Mushroom
saute

LV5 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% Good texture and aroma of
mushrooms

Mushroom
saute SP

LV6 HP recovery 100% ・ MP recovery 100% Add matsutake to enhance
your luxury!

Hot stew LV7 HP recovery 50%, MP recovery 50% (all
allies)

Plenty of vegetables and
hooks

Meat Bun LV3 HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 30% Please in the cold winter



Thai
appearance

LV6 HP recovery 100% ・ MP recovery 100% Thailand was baked as it
was

Angler pot LV7 HP recovery 100%, MP recovery 50% (all
allies)

A hot pot. Good soup is out

Saury grilled
saury

LV7 HP recovery 50% ・ MP recovery 50% Akinosama was fired. Very
fragrant

Pudding LV2 HP recovery 10% ・ MP recovery 10% Sweet and smooth

Cheesecake LV3 HP recovery 20% ・ MP recovery 20% The cheese is delicious

Lemon pie LV8 HP recovery 20% ・ MP recovery 20% Refreshing lemon scent

Cherry pie LV8 HP recovery 20% ・ MP recovery 20% Finished with plenty of
cherry

Peach tart LV9 HP recovery 20% ・ MP recovery 20% The texture of peach is
unbearable

Fruit cake LV9 HP recovery 20%, MP recovery 30% Plenty of fruit

Apple juice initial MP recovery 10%, poison / abdominal
pain recovery

Sweet and easy to drink

Mixed juice initial MP recovery 20%, recovery from
abnormal conditions other than inability
to fight, fatigue, chills, and lust

Various tastes spread in
your mouth

Green juice LV2 Maximum HP +10 HP recovery 100% Please for your health

Blueberry jam LV3 Abnormal condition recovery other than
inability to fight * Excluding fatigue, lust,
and chills

Sweet and sour. Delicious
on bread

fruit punch LV5 HP recovery 30%, MP recovery 50% The charm of the fruit as it
is

Fruit wine LV3 MP recovery 50% Fruity scent. Be careful not
to drink too much

Eyeball miso
soup

LV4 Maximum HP +5 The centerpiece is floating
in the miso soup

Mud dumpling LV6 Dango made of mud

Black lizard LV6 Max Magic +1 I also use it for black magic.

Space phantom
beast space
baked

LV10 Maximum HP · MP + 10, all status +1 A space phantom beast was
baked with soul fire. The big
bang!

Duff food LV5 I like dogs



aphrodisiac LV4 To you who want a little
stimulation

Love Potion LV5 To you who want to turn her
around

poison LV5 I'm fine

Homemade love
lunch

LV7 Homemade lunch box with
lots of love

Handmade
bomb lunch

LV7 Handmade lunch box with
the strongest killing ability.
handling warning

High october LV3 Gasoline with high ignition
point

Resident †

● Talk about yourself with a preference of 15. Listen to your birthday at 35. An event

occurs to listen to your partner at 45. (Excluding store characters)

● If you are visiting the village, you will be asked to move if you have a preference of

40 or more. However, if there is a character who has agreed to move first, the

previous promise will be refuted and only the latest promise will be valid.

● Queen only right eye sapphire blue, left eye emerald green odd eye

↑

Care character (near home)
†

name sex attribute Favorite things birthday Battle type in assault

Nagi male NN cheeseomelette 14th of summer Fighter

Nami Woman NN Pudding 14th of summer Fighter

↑

Residents of female housing
†



name sex attribute Favorite things birthday Battle type in
assault

Moon Woman NN Green salad 17th of
summer

Hunter

Tina Woman CL Grilled beef 3 days in
summer

Wizard

Jennifer Woman N L Mushroom saute SP 12th of autumn Wizard

Cat Woman NN Crab gratin 9th of autumn Fighter

Snow Woman L L Hot stew 2 days in
winter

Wizard

Satila Woman CD Fruit wine 24th of winter Wizard

Kuti Woman L D Space phantom beast space
baked

18th of
summer

Hunter

Queen Woman L N Fruit cake 11th of spring Hunter

Cecilia Woman L L Saury grilled saury 24th of winter Hunter

↑

Male Residents
†

name sex attribute Favorite things birthday Battle type in assault

Aledo male CD Meat roll 30th of autumn Wizard

Randolph male N D Pork steak Autumn 22 Hunter

solo male L L Cherry pie 24th of winter Wizard

Tissue male NN Thai figure grilled 7th of summer Hunter

Lake male CN Mud dumpling Spring 3rd Hunter

Fox male CN fruit punch Spring day

Takuya male N L Eyeball miso soup Spring 23rd

Kyria male CD Black lizard 19th of spring Wizard

R male L N High october Autumn 27th Hunter

↑

Facility residents
†

name sex Facility Favorite things



Walnut Woman Government office Tomato pasta

Songcho male Government office Green juice

Lyra Woman Tool shop Twice cooked pork

Ron Woman Museum Meat Bun

Lily Woman Weapon shop Twice cooked pork

Lunrun Woman Armor shop Meat Bun

Reika Woman Furniture store Fried vegetables

Kikyo Woman cloth shop Angler pot

Jenkins male Church Egg sandwich

Ichiro male Toy shop Homemade love lunch

Jiro male Treasure house Beautiful girl milk

Sabouraud male Love hotel Youth milk

Doc male hospital Blueberry jam

Master male Coffee shop Arabiki sausage

Liz Woman school Peach tart

Olivia Woman casino pizza

John Woman police Duff food

↑

Special
†

● Appears when the atmosphere is chaotic

name sex attribute Favorite things

Chikan male CN Golden water



Companion skills †

↑

Protagonist
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

I read a book initial Three Read a book for an hour

Read a thick book initial Five Read the book for 3 hours

Tripped initial Five Break the balance of single enemies

Rowing LV3 Ten Attack all enemies

Continuous attack LV5 7 Perform 2 attacks against a single enemy

allowance LV7 Four Recover HP of allies alone

First Aid LV15 8 Recover HP of allies alone

● Be taught at school

cost Special skill MP TP Description

1000 escape Five Escape from the dungeon

2000 2 attacks Ten Damage two enemies

3000 Mad warrior
spear

twenty
five

Slightly increase the attack power of all allies for 5
turns

4000 Breath of fire Ten Deal fire damage to all enemies

5000 Breath of
blizzard

Ten Deal cold damage to all enemies

6000 3 attacks 15 Damage 3 enemies

7000 Resuscitation 45 Recover from incompetence and greatly recover HP

8000 Dazzling light 12 Darken all enemies

9000 First aid twenty
five

Recover HP / status abnormalities of all allies

● Weapon specific skills



Special skill Necessary equipment MP TP Description

Legendary Attack Legendary sword Ten A legendary attack from a legendary sword.

↑

Nami Nagi
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

escape initial Five Escape from the dungeon

Tripped LV3 Five Break the balance of single enemies

Cover LV5 Ten Automatically cover allies with low HP for 1 turn

Hard hit LV7 Ten Perform powerful attacks against single enemies

2 attacks LV10 Ten Damage two enemies

Tackle LV15 Ten Attack the single enemy and destroy the balance.
Damage depends on user's attack and defense

3 attacks LV20 15 Damage 3 enemies

↑

Satira
†

● Special skill

Special skill M
P

TP Description

nightmare initial 5
0

Put all enemies to sleep and greatly reduce magic defense

● magic

magic MP TP Description

confuse initial Five Make your entire enemy confused

sleep initial 6 Put all enemies to sleep

Paralyze LV7 7 Paralyze all enemies

Magical power destruction LV10 5
0

Damage enemy MPs

Shade LV15 Ten Deal dark damage to a single enemy

Life drain LV17 Ten Absorb the enemy ’s HP



Mana drain LV20 Ten Absorb the enemy's MP

Darkness LV25 40 Deal dark damage to all enemies

↑

Moon
†

● magic

magic MP TP Description

sleep initial 6 Put all enemies to sleep

Dream door initial 15 Teleport

Heel LV5 Four Recover HP of allies alone

silence LV7 Four Silence all enemies

Wind LV10 6 Deal wind damage to a single enemy

recovery LV13 12 Recover HP of all allies

Cure LV16 Three Treat poison and paralysis

Heel II LV20 8 Recover HP of allies alone

tornado LV25 18 Deal wind damage to all enemies

↑

Cecilia
†

● Special skill

Special skill M
P

TP Description

Aura blade initial Ten Perform powerful attacks against single enemies and silence them.
Damage depends on the user's attack power and magic power

Radiant
Blade

LV15 100 Perform powerful sacred attacks against all enemies.
Damage depends on the user's attack power and magic power

● magic

magic MP TP Description

Heel initial Four Recover HP of allies alone

Cure initial Three Treat poison and paralysis

recovery LV7 12 Recover HP of all allies



Heel II LV10 8 Recover HP of allies alone

Recover II LV13 twenty four Recover HP of all allies

Cure II LV18 8 Treat conditions other than inability to fight

Raise LV20 15 Revive from incompetence

Saint LV23 Ten Deal sacred damage to a single enemy

Heel III LV25 16 Recover HP of allies alone

↑

Queen
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

nightmare initial 50 Put all enemies to sleep and greatly reduce magic defense

Heart attack LV13 twenty five Grants a fire attribute for 5 turns

Xechsturm LV25 100 Perform two powerful attacks against three enemies

● magic

magic M
P

TP Description

Weapon breath LV3 9 Increase the attack power of allies alone

Armor breath LV5 8 Increase the defense of allies alone

Divine Breath LV7 7 Raise the magic defense of allies alone

Quick move LV10 6 Increase agility of allies alone

Weaponkers LV15 9 Reduce the attack power of all enemies

Armors LV17 8 Reduce the defense of all enemies

Divine Curse LV20 7 Lower the magic defense of all enemies

Slow move LV23 6 Reduce agility of all enemies

↑

Cutie
†

● magic

magic M
P

TP Description



Starlight initial 40 Deal sacred damage to all enemies

Darkness initial 40 Deal dark damage to all enemies

burst initial 30 Dealing damage to a single enemy

nuclear initial 60 Deal ignoring damage to all enemies

↑

Snow
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

Ice weapon LV5 twenty
five

Grant ice properties for 5 turns

Magic barrier LV10 twenty
five

Significantly increase user magic defense for 3 turns

Goddess
blessing

LV15 100 For 7 turns, greatly increase the defense and magic
defense of all allies

Magic
reflection

LV25 Ten Repel enemy magic for 1 turn

● magic

magic MP TP Description

ice initial Four Deal ice damage to a single enemy

Blizzard initial 8 Deal ice damage to all enemies

Saint LV7 Ten Deal sacred damage to a single enemy

Ice II LV13 12 Deal ice damage to a single enemy

Blizzard II LV17 twenty four Deal ice damage to all enemies

Starlight LV20 40 Deal sacred damage to all enemies

↑

Tina
†

● Special skill

Special skill M
P

TP Description

Blessing of the Holy
Spirit

initial Ten Slightly increase defense of all allies for 3 turns



Fairy breath initial twenty
five

Put all allies into HP auto-recovery state for 4 turns

God punishment initial 50 Perform magic-dependent sacred attribute attacks
against all enemies

Goddess blessing initial 100 For 7 turns, greatly increase the defense and magic
defense of all allies

Magical torrent LV10 100 Restore 50% of the user's MP

Magical Aura LV10 Ten Puts the user into MP automatic recovery state for 4
turns

Mana glitter LV15 50 Prevent abnormalities in all teammates for 5 turns

Magical Arcane LV25 100 Significantly reduce user MP consumption for 5 turns

● magic

magic MP TP Description

Heel III initial 16 Recover HP of allies alone

Recover II initial twenty four Recover HP of all allies

Water initial 6 Deal water damage to a single enemy

Wave initial 18 Cause water damage to all enemies

Cure II LV13 8 Treat conditions other than inability to fight

Rays II LV17 35 Recover from incompetence and greatly recover HP

● Summon

Summon M
P

TP Description

Leviathan LV20 50 Cause water damage to all enemies

↑

Jennifer
†

● Special skill

Special skill M
P

TP Description

Triple shot LV5 50 Perform powerful attacks against 3 enemies.
Damage depends on user attack and agility

Thousand shot LV10 100 Attack 3 times against all enemies.
Damage depends on user attack and agility

● Summon



Summon M
P

TP Description

Efreet LV13 50 Deal fire damage to all enemies

Shiva LV15 50 Deal ice damage to all enemies

Giraffe LV17 50 Deal lightning damage to all enemies

Leviathan LV20 50 Cause water damage to all enemies

Titan LV23 50 Causes earth damage to all enemies

Sylph LV25 50 Deal wind damage to all enemies

↑

Cat
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

hide initial Ten Decrease user's targetability for 5 turns

Continuous
attack

LV3 7 Perform 2 attacks against a single enemy

Flash ball LV5 Ten Darken all enemies

2 attacks LV7 Ten Damage two enemies

Bad luck of
thieves

LV10 twenty
five

Significantly increase user luck for 8 turns

Assassin
Edge

LV15 50 Damage to a powerful enemy against a single enemy depends
on the user's attack power and luck

3 attacks LV20 15 Damage 3 enemies

Valiant Edge LV25 100 Damage to perform powerful attacks on 4 enemies depends on
the user's attack power and luck

↑

Aledo
†

● magic

magic MP TP Description

Thunder initial Five Deal lightning damage to a single enemy

spark initial Ten Deal lightning damage to all enemies



Thunder II LV7 15 Deal lightning damage to a single enemy

Magical power destruction LV10 50 Damage enemy MPs

Spark II LV15 30 Deal lightning damage to all enemies

Shade LV20 Ten Deal dark damage to a single enemy

Darkness LV25 40 Deal dark damage to all enemies

Magical power complete destruction LV30 100 Set enemy MP to 0

↑

Randolph
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

Tackle initial Ten Attack the single enemy and destroy the balance.
Damage depends on user's attack and defense

Mad warrior
spear

initial twenty
five

Slightly increase the attack power of all allies for 5 turns

Tiger's
posture

LV7 twenty
five

Cancel and counterattack enemy attacks for 3 turns

Berserker
dance

LV10 50 Perform powerful attacks against 3 enemies

Chakra LV15 15 Cure all user abnormalities

Shadowless
legs

LV20 30 You can act faster than usual to perform powerful attacks with
negligible defense against all enemies

Encrusted
round dance

LV25 50 Perform a powerful two-time attack with negligible defense
against a single enemy

↑

Solo
†

● Special skill

Special skill M
P

TP Description

Dispel initial Ten Unlock enemies' enchantment magic

Ritterschild LV15 50 Increase the defense of all allies significantly for 5 turns

Xechsturm LV23 100 Perform powerful 2 attacks against 3 enemies

● magic



magic MP TP Description

Heel initial Four Recover HP of allies alone

Cure LV10 Three Treat poison and paralysis

recovery LV13 12 Recover HP of all allies

Saint LV17 Ten Deal sacred damage to a single enemy

Heel II LV20 8 Recover HP of allies alone

Starlight LV25 40 Deal sacred damage to all enemies

↑

Tissue
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

hide initial Ten Decrease user's targetability for 5 turns

2 attacks LV5 Ten Damage two enemies

Flash ball LV7 Ten Darken all enemies

Hard hit LV10 Ten Perform powerful attacks against single enemies

3 attacks LV15 15 Damage 3 enemies

Rowing LV20 Ten Attack on all enemies

↑

Lake
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

meditation initial Five Recover user's HP

Venom fog LV3 12 Poison all enemies

Mysterious fog LV5 12 Silence all enemies

Self-sacrifice LV7 3
0

Recover friends in exchange for your physical strength

Sweet breath LV10 12 Put all enemies to sleep

Blood sucking LV13 Three Absorb the enemy ’s HP



Sleeping pollen LV15 12 Put all enemies to sleep

Numbness LV20 12 Paralyze all enemies

↑

Fox
†

● magic

magic MP TP Description

confuse initial Five Make your entire enemy confused

Poison initial 2 Poison all enemies

silence LV5 Four Silence all enemies

blind LV7 Three Darken all enemies

sleep LV10 6 Put all enemies to sleep

Paralyze LV12 7 Paralyze all enemies

Weaponkers LV15 9 Reduce the attack power of all enemies

Armors LV17 8 Reduce the defense of all enemies

Life drain LV20 Ten Absorb the enemy ’s HP

Mana drain LV20 Ten Absorb the enemy's MP

↑

Takuya
†

● Special skill

Special skill M
P

TP Description

Armor through initial Ten Attacks the enemy alone, ignoring defense

Clearing mind LV10 Ten Increase user's TP a little

Eight phases LV15 twenty
five

Slightly increase user's attack and defense for 5
turns

Swallow return LV20 50 Attack twice against all enemies

Cherry blossom dream
blade

LV25 100 Attack 4 times against all enemies

↑

Kyria
†



● Special skill

Special
skill

M
P

TP Description

nightmare LV4 50 Put all enemies to sleep and greatly reduce magic defense

Assassin
Edge

LV12 50 Damage to a powerful enemy against a single enemy depends on the
user's attack power and luck

Valiant
Edge

LV25 100 Damage to perform powerful attacks on 4 enemies depends on the
user's attack power and luck

● magic

magic MP TP Description

confuse initial Five Make your entire enemy confused

sleep LV5 6 Put all enemies to sleep

Paralyze LV10 7 Paralyze all enemies

Magical power destruction LV15 5
0

Damage enemy MPs

Life drain LV17 Ten Absorb the enemy ’s HP

Mana drain LV20 Ten Absorb the enemy's MP

↑

Earl
†

● Special skill

Special skill MP TP Description

Grenade LV5 Four Deal fire damage to a single enemy

dynamite LV10 12 Deal fire damage to a single enemy

Flame radiation LV15 8 Deal fire damage to all enemies

Fire laser LV20 twenty four Deal fire damage to all enemies

Focused shooting LV25 50 Deal fire damage to a single enemy

↑

Chikan
†

● transformation

Special skill MP TP Description



Skirt turning initial Ten Turn the skirt and watch the pants (wind damage to the
enemy alone)

Peep initial 20 Excluding various places (Damage MP to enemy and
analyze enemy)

Chikan initial Ten Sawasawa (absorbs enemy MP)

Harassment initial 30 Fly sperm and harass your opponent (absorb the enemy's
HP)

Super-Study Chin
Sword

LV25 Ten It's the ultimate transformation technique (extreme
damage to single enemy)

Behavior patterns †

↑

Basic pattern
†

● Morning type (Solo Earl Cecilia Kuti Snow)

(4: 00 ~ 6: 00) Stay home

(6: 00-16: 00) going out

(16: 00-18: 00) Staying home

● Day type (Nagi, Nami, Randolph, Tish, Takuya, Moon, Cat, Jennifer)

(8: 00-10: 00) Stay home

(10: 00-18: 00) going out

(18: 00-20: 00) Staying home

● Night type (Aled Lake Fox Kyria Satilla Queen Tina)

(11: 00-13: 00) Staying home

(13: 00-20: 00) going out

(22: 00-24: 00) Staying home

↑

Outing patterns
†

● The table shows the state when the bridge and cliff construction has been

completed.

● A conversation occurs when there are two residents in the same place. (Occurs

whenever the season changes)



Early morning (6:
00-10: 00)

Morning (10:
00-13: 00)

Daytime (13:
00-16: 00)

Evening (16:
00-18: 00)

Night (18:
00-22: 00)

Coast
(home east)

Moon cat Kyriatina Kyriatina

Village East

①
Tissue Lake Earl Lake Kyria

Village East

②
solo Sologenifa Rundle Fukuya

Queen
Rundle Fukuya
Queen

Aledfox

Muranishi ① Snow Snow Tishatirakti Tishathira Tina

Muranishi ② Takuya Cecilia Jennifer Jennifer Lake

Forest
(home
north)

Cecilia Randolph
Cecilia

Snow Cat Cat

Forest
(village
east)

Arkutti Arkutti Solo fox Fox Satila

Forest
(Muranishi)

Aledmoon Aledmoon Queen

Seasonal events †

● If it is a rainy day, it may be canceled, so if you want to wake up without fail, you

can buy a teru shabu from a tool shop. (Sold only in case of rain)

● Depending on the event, you can get things without talking to people.

● There are also events where you can get the same thing multiple times.

● When certain characters are together, a conversation different from the normal

conversation pattern may occur.

● Residents who have poor liking and can't talk to use these events to improve

relationships

● Favorability of salesclerks can also be increased. In that case, select a conversation.

Season date An event

spring The 10th
The 20th

Valentine
Cherry-blossom viewing (cancelled in case of bad weather)

summer The 10th
The 20th

Tide hunting (cancelled in case of bad weather)
Fishing competition (cancelled in case of bad weather)

autumn The 10th
The 20th

Halloween
Mushroom hunting (cancelled in case of bad weather)



winter The 9th
The 10th
The 20th

Christmas eve
Christmas
Year-end party

↑

Spring
†

The cherry blossoms are in full bloom.

Cherry-blossom viewing is nice, but don't get drunk and break the branches.

↑

10th Valentine
†

● You can give bread to the opposite sex.

● Only one of the residents can give their favorite bread.

● It can be reset by passing even if the favorability is negative.

↑

20th Cherry Blossom Viewing (Cancelled in case of bad weather)
†

● Talking to the residents / clerks can increase your liking.

● You can get food on the sheet.

● 3 each. You can take the same thing as many times as you like.

Fruit
wine

Fruit
wine

Blueberry
jam

Grilled
beef

Apple
juice

Fruit
cake

Thai figure
grilled

Mixed
juice

Green
juice

↑

Summer
†

Hot days continue, but in summer there are lots of fun things to fish for fishing.

Let's spend well every day.

↑

10th tide-hunting (cancelled in case of bad weather)
†

● Talking to the residents / clerks can increase your liking.

● The sandy beach can be picked up.



From top to bottom

Fish set Sakana / Osakana / Osakana × 3 Thailand / Omedetai × 1

Cactus set Cactus Thorn × 10 Cactus Flower / Cactus Steak × 5

Sand set Sand, glowing sand, dirty sand × 10

Seafood set Shellfish / Crab × 10

↑

20th Fishing Tournament (Cancelled in case of bad weather)
†

● Compete for the number of fish caught by the residents.

● The number of fish caught by the residents is random. 2 to 4 animals average

● Tina catches nine

● The hero will challenge with a fishing rod at the end. It is possible to abstain.

● To catch all 10 fish, the level must be high

● The number of fish caught depends on the number of battles won. Even if two or

more animals appear in battle, they are treated as one.

● If the protagonist wins, you can get a swimsuit.

Order Fish coming out

1 Authentic

2 Thailand

Three Anglerfish

Four Poisonous anglerfish

Five Demekin

6 Saury x 3

7 Woman

8 Smelt × 5

9 Nijitai

Ten Sahagin

↑

Autumn
†

It's Autumn. It is a season when mushrooms are delicious.

Watch out for poisonous mushrooms.



↑

10th Halloween
†

● Gifts can be given to residents of the opposite sex to increase their likability.

● Same-sex residents and store clerk give food.

↑

20th mushroom hunting (cancelled in case of bad weather)
†

● Talking to the residents / clerks can increase your liking.

● Mushrooms can be picked up.

● Poisonous mushrooms are difficult to obtain, so leave them at this time if you want

● If you continue talking with the resident, you may enter a battle with caterpillars

during the second chat.

From left to right

Mushroom set Eringhi, Shiitake, Shimeji, Enoki x3 Matsutake x1

Matsutake set Matsutake x 5

Mushroom set Eringhi, Shiitake, Shimeji, Enoki x3 Matsutake x1

Poisonous mushroom set Poisonous Mushroom x 5

↑

Winter
†

Although it is cold, the snow scene on the next day when it snowed is very beautiful.

I hope it will snow again this year.

↑

9th Christmas Eve
†

● Talking to a sensual resident who has a good sensitivity will invite you to date.

● There are two treasure chests on the top floor of the ruins during the date. Fruit

wine on the left and ring on the right, what kind of ring is random.

If you take either one, the event will happen and the day will end.

↑

10th Christmas
†

● This day will turn into a dedicated BGM.

● You can get a photo from a resident who has a good sensitivity.

● The store clerk will give you various items.

↑

20th year-end party
†



● Talking to the residents / clerks can increase your liking. Salesclerks who do not

participate in other events also participate.

● You can get food on the desk. 3 each. You can take the same thing as many times

as you like. Pizza is especially valuable because it cannot be cooked.

From left to right

Fruit wine Green juice Fruit wine pizza Fruit cake fruit punch beef steak Peach tart

CG appearance conditions †

1-1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-5 1-6 1-7 6-1 6-2 6-3 6-4 6-5 6-6 6-7

2-1 2-2 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 7-1 7-2 7-3 7-4 7-5 7-6

3-1 3-2 3-3 3-4 3-5 3-6 8-1 8-2 8-3 8-4 8-5 8-6

4-1 4-2 4-3 4-4 4-5 4-6 9-1 9-2 9-3 9-4 9-5 9-6

5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 5-5 5-6 10-1

● Blue: Male hero's still

● Red: The heroine's still

● Yellow: Still for the main character, full version

↑

CG browsing
†

● Clear all story modes (Yokai King, Archangel, Shinigami) and all CG release

switches will appear

● All CGs will be released, but the scene recollection can only be viewed by looking at

it

● You can go to the fairy fountain by buying a vehicle from the walnut (you can buy a

boat if you buy a cart: 100000G)

● You have to do it a dozen times to get rid of it. H-> Canceled will be H

● When still main is a male character, the point of view at H is from the opponent

character.

● You can see the corresponding CG when you use a cocktail or wine at the bar and

then H.

1-1 Nami Married Nami

1-2 Nami Marry Nami, use aphrodisiac as opponent

1-3 Nami Special H in mannerism after marriage

1-4 Satila Married to Satira, a virgin who uses an aphrodisiac as a partner and dating a toy
shop with a preference of 50 or more



1-5 Satila Special H in mannerism after marriage

1-6 Moon Marry Moon, use aphrodisiac

1-7 Moon Special H in mannerism after marriage

2-1 Cecilia Married to Cecilia, using aphrodisiac as opponent

2-2 Cecilia Special H in mannerism after marriage

2-3 Cecilia and
Satilla

After clearing the angel edition, make H with Satilla and Cecilia as her, and with
Cecilia bring a bifurcated event with Satira

2-4 Queen Marry Queen, use aphrodisiac as partner

2-5 Queen Special H in mannerism after marriage

2-6 Kuti Marry Kuti, a virgin who uses an aphrodisiac as a partner and a fairy fountain
date with a preference of 50 or more, or a fairy fountain date with a preference
of 50 or more for a gender woman

3-1 Kuti Special H in mannerism after marriage

3-2 Snow Married Snow, using aphrodisiac

3-3 Snow Special H in mannerism after marriage

3-4 Tina Marry Tina, use aphrodisiac as opponent

3-5 Tina Special H in mannerism after marriage

3-6 Jennifer Marriage Jennifer and use aphrodisiac

4-1 Jennifer Special H in mannerism after marriage

4-2 Cat Marry Cat, use aphrodisiac as opponent

4-3 Cat Special H in mannerism after marriage

4-4 Walnut We recommend event and get married

4-5 Liz We recommend event and get married

4-6 John We recommend event and get married

5-1 Maid Hire five maids and greet the morning

5-2 Demon girl Defeat the demon girl in the main character solo

5-3 Witch Defeat the wizard in the main character solo

5-4 Angel
Nurse

Defeat Angel Nurse in the main character solo



5-5 Protagonist Enemy

5-6 Mob child Go to customs without a lover or single. If you go for a while, the opponent
invites you to date if the weather is chaos and the weather is fine

6-1 John Promoting John and Chikan events

6-2 Olivia Raise your liking and talk at the casino

6-3 5 sisters Constructed all five sister shops in the village and talked to Ron after talking to
everyone

6-4 Mob child Take a break at a love hotel. Without her, with her, married, divorced

6-5 Maid Mischief for maids other than carrying luggage. (Some maids need Vibe, Rotor,
Anal Pearl)

6-6 Nagi Married Nagi

6-7 Nagi Marry Nagi, use aphrodisiac as opponent

7-1 Aledo

7-2 Randolph

7-3 solo

7-4 Tissue

7-5 Lake

7-6 Fox

8-1 Takuya

8-2 Kyria

8-3 R

8-4 Songcho

8-5 Jenkins

8-6 Doc A part-time job at a hospital with high virginity

9-1 Chikan

9-2 Protagonist Defeated in battle with Chikan

9-3 Master After solving the god of death, talk back after returning the legendary sword.
Then talk to the night with good liking

9-4 Kikyo Build a clothing store to increase your liking



9-5 Protagonist Use the aphrodisiac for yourself

9-6 Protagonist Work as a mistress at a love hotel

10-
1

Daughter When you ask for a drink at a coffee shop (or a bar), an event occurs where your
daughter drinks orange juice. If you go to the collection site in that state, an
event will occur. (It is a condition that there is only two daughters at the party,
and there are no residents at the collection site.)


